
Core & Complete - New Customer SKU

NMSCORESUB

NMSCORERNW

NMSCORE+SUB

NMSCORE+RNW

NMSCOMPSUB

NMSCOMPRNW
NMSUPGRD

Core & Complete - Existing Customer

NMCORECONV

NMCORECONRNW

NMCORE+CONV

NMCOR+CONRNW

NMCOMPCONV

NMCOMPCONRNW
Hosted Core & Complete SKU's

NMHEPOC

NMSCORESUBH



NMSCORE+SUBH

NMSCOMPSUBH

NMCOMPSHMIQ



Product Name

CORE - New Logo (v12) and Additional Licenses

CORE Renewal - New Logo and Additional Licenses

CORE + - New Logo (v12) and Additional Licenses

CORE + Renewal - New Logo and Additional Licenses

COMPLETE - New Logo (v12) and Additional Licenses

COMPLETE Renewal - New Logo and Additional Licenses

CORE +: SKU to be used for customers moving perpetual 
licenses over to subscription for the first time
CORE +: SKU to be used for customers that oringinally 
licensed for perpetual license and have converted licenes 
prior to their subscription renewal date
CORE +: SKU to be used for customers moving perpetual 
licenses over to subscription for the first time
CORE +: SKU to be used for customers that oringinally 
licensed for perpetual license and have converted licenes 
prior to their subscription renewal date
COMPLETE: SKU to be used for customers moving perpetual 
licenses over to subscription for the first time
COMPLETE: SKU to be used for customers that oringinally 
licensed for perpetual license and have converted licenes 
prior to their subscription renewal date
Product Name

POC

NetMotion Hosted/Cloud Enterprise Core



NetMotion Hosted/Cloud Enterprise Core+

NetMotion Hosted/Cloud Enterprise Complete

NetMotion Hosted/Cloud Enterprise MobileIQ 



Quote Language
Access to the NetMotion enterprise VPN. Patented technologies keep connections secure, optimized 
and stabilized, providing improved network resilience and an enhanced employee experience.
Access to the NetMotion enterprise VPN. Patented technologies keep connections secure, optimized 
and stabilized, providing improved network resilience and an enhanced employee experience.
Includes the NetMotion enterprise VPN plus added policy functionality. Get granular access controls for 
remote workers, enforcing acceptable usage policies and reducing the attack surface by limiting lateral 
Includes the NetMotion enterprise VPN plus added policy functionality. Get granular access controls for 
remote workers, enforcing acceptable usage policies and reducing the attack surface by limiting lateral 
Full access to the NetMotion platform and all of its features, powering security, visibility and 
connectivity use-cases. Includes the software defined perimeter (SDP), enterprise VPN and experience 
Full access to the NetMotion platform and all of its features, powering security, visibility and 
connectivity use-cases. Includes the software defined perimeter (SDP), enterprise VPN and experience 
Allows the customer to upgrade their product from CORE PLUS to COMPLETE for the duration of their 

Access to the NetMotion enterprise VPN. Patented technologies keep connections secure, optimized 
and stabilized, providing improved network resilience and an enhanced employee experience.

Access to the NetMotion enterprise VPN. Patented technologies keep connections secure, optimized 
and stabilized, providing improved network resilience and an enhanced employee experience.
Includes the NetMotion enterprise VPN plus added policy functionality. Get granular access controls for 
remote workers, enforcing acceptable usage policies and reducing the attack surface by limiting lateral 
Includes the NetMotion enterprise VPN plus added policy functionality. Get granular access controls for 
remote workers, enforcing acceptable usage policies and reducing the attack surface by limiting lateral 
movement.  
Full access to the NetMotion platform and all of its features, powering security, visibility and 
connectivity use-cases. Includes the software defined perimeter (SDP), enterprise VPN and experience 
Full access to the NetMotion platform and all of its features, powering security, visibility and 
connectivity use-cases. Includes the software defined perimeter (SDP), enterprise VPN and experience 
monitoring solutions.  
Quote Language
POC - Proof of Concept
- 30 day test period
Hosted access to NetMotion Complete, a secure remote access platform including SDP/ZTNA, 
enterprise VPN and experience monitoring solutions. NetMotion as a service is a cost-effective, 
hardware-free deployment option, optimized for Azure. This hosted offering includes 10GiB data per 
Hosted access to the NetMotion enterprise VPN. Patented technologies keep connections secure, 
optimized and stabilized, providing improved network resilience and an enhanced employee 
experience.  NetMotion as a service is a cost-effective, hardware-free deployment option, optimized 
for Azure. This hosted offering includes 10GiB data per device, per month.



Hosted access to the NetMotion enterprise VPN plus added policy functionality. Get granular access 
controls for remote workers, enforcing acceptable usage policies and reducing the attack surface by 
limiting lateral movement. NetMotion as a service is a cost-effective, hardware-free deployment 
option, optimized for Azure. This hosted offering includes 10GiB data per device, per month.
Hosted access to NetMotion Complete, a secure remote access platform including SDP/ZTNA, 
enterprise VPN and experience monitoring solutions. NetMotion as a service is a cost-effective, 
hardware-free deployment option, optimized for Azure. This hosted offering includes 10GiB data per 
Hosted access to the Mobile IQ console only. Mobile IQ provides admins with in-depth analytics and 
insights into the distributed workforce. Other components of the solution must be deployed 
separately. Hosting Mobile IQ as a service is a cost-effective deployment option, optimized for Azure.



License Type USD

Subscription + Support 60.00$         

Subscription Renewal + Support 60.00$         

Subscription + Support 96.00$         

Subscription Renewal + Support 96.00$         

Subscription + Support 120.00$       

Subscription Renewal + Support 120.00$       
60.00$         

Subscription + Support 60.00$         

Subscription Renewal + Support 60.00$         

Subscription + Support 96.00$         

Subscription Renewal + Support 96.00$         

Subscription + Support 120.00$       

Subscription Renewal + Support 120.00$       
License Type USD

Proof of Concept/Short Term Evaluation750.00$       

HOSTED CORE 180.00$       



HOSTED CORE+ 216.00$       

HOSTED COMPLETE 240.00$       

HOSTED MOBILE IQ 170.00$       


